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Abstract
This paper concentrates on three main issues:
First, it shows that there is a great contrasting between the Biblical traditions and the 

archaeological evidence in terms of the beginning of settlement in Adom, Southern Jordan. The 
Biblical sources mention that there were settlements in Adom as early the Late Bronze Age, at 
the time when the Israelites made their Exodus from Egypt around 1220 B.C. Furthermore, there 
are conflicting statements in the Old Testament itself on the matter of the route the Israelites 
used within the Kingdom of Adom, for example between the tradition of Number, Judges and 
Deuteronomy. This confusion causes a great doubt to the Biblical traditions as being untrustworthy 
historical sources.

Secondly, the archaeological excavations and surface surveys in different sites in Adom, such 
as Buşayrah, Ţawilān, Umm al-Biyārah and Tall al-Halifah indicate that the beginning of settlement 
in Adom does not go back earlier than the end of the 9th Century B.C. at the very earliest. These 
settlements point to flourishing and prosperous kingdom during the 8th and especially the 7th 
Centuries B.C. Thus all the excavation sites and surveys would support the results reached by 
C.M. Bennett that settlement in Adom is to be dated to the 9th Century B.C. Furthermore, the 
copper smelting in the Wādiy `Arabah had occurred simultaneously with advent of Assyrians in 
the 8th Century B.C.

Thirdly, Archaeological finding such as pottery, seals, architectural elements and stratigraphies 
from these extensively excavated sites, indicate some kind cultural continuity from the Adomiyte 
period down to the Nabataean period. Such evidence would invalidate the cultural gap proposed 
by N. Glueck and those who followed him, from the 8th century down to the 4th Century B.C. 
Therefore, we can say with confidence that the Nabataeans were the inheritors of the Adomiyte 
civilization when they established their kingdom at the same time of the downfall of the Adomiyte 
Kingdom in the 6th Century B.C.
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:á°ù«FQ QƒeCG áKÓK ≈∏Y á°SGQódG √òg õcôJ
 QOÉ°üŸÉa .á«ehOC’G ádhódG ‘ ¿É£«à°S’G ájGóÑH ≥∏©àj Éª«a ájôKC’G ádOC’Gh á«JGQƒàdG QOÉ°üŸG ÚH ÒÑc ¢†bÉæJ ∑Éæg .’hCG
 AÉæKCG ‘ Ú«∏«FGô°SE’G Ωhób óæY ∂dPh ôNCÉàŸG …õfhÈdG ô°ü©dG ≈dEG Oƒ©j ΩhOCG áµ∏‡ ‘ ¿É£«à°S’G ¿CG ≈dEG Ò°ûJ á«JGQƒàdG
 ΩÓµdG Gògh ,á«ehOC’G ádhódG ÈY QhôŸÉH º¡d ìÉª°ùdG ΩhOCG  ∂∏e øe º¡Ñ∏Wh Ω.¥ 1220  ΩÉY ≈dGƒM ô°üe øe º¡LhôN
 ájGhôdG ¿CG kÓãe óéæa ,ôeC’G Gòg ∫ƒM É¡°ùØf IGQƒàdG QÉØ°SCG ‘ ÒÑc ¢†bÉæJ ∑Éæg ∂dòc .…ôKC’G ™bGƒdG øe ádOC’G ™e ¢†bÉæàj
 sº nK øeh ∂°Th ∫DhÉ°ùJ ™°Vƒe ‘ IGQƒàdG ™°†j ôeC’G Gògh ,á«æãàdG ôØ°S ‘ ∂∏Jh øjƒµàdG ôØ°S ‘ ∂∏J ™e ¢†bÉæàJ Oó©dG ôØ°S ‘

.É kbƒKƒe Év«îjQÉJ G kQó°üe ÉgQÉÑàYG øµÁ Óa
 ¿ô≤dG πÑb CGóÑj ⁄ á«ehOC’G ádhódG ‘ ¿É£«à°S’G ¿CG ócDƒJ ájôKC’G äÉMƒ°ùŸGh äÉÑ«≤æàdG ∫ÓN øe ájôKC’G ádOC’G .Ék«fÉK
 ≈≤∏dÉa .OÓ«ŸG πÑb ™HÉ°ùdGh øeÉãdG Úfô≤dG ‘ ¢û©àfGh ôgORG ób ¿É£«à°S’G Gòg ¿CGh ,ôjó≤J ó©HCG  ≈∏Y OÓ«ŸG πÑb ™°SÉàdG
 áØ«∏ÿG πJh IQÉ«ÑdG ΩCG ,¿ÓjƒW ,IÒ°üH πãe ájôKC’G ™bGƒŸG øe mOóY ‘ áØ°ûàµŸG á«æµ°ùdG äÉ≤Ñ£dGh ájQÉîØdG ÊGhC’Gh ájôKC’G
 ∫Éà°ùjôc ¬H âLôN …òdG êÉàæà°S’G ºYóJh ócDƒJ É¡∏c ,ájôKCG äÉMƒ°ùe hCG äÉÑ«≤æJ É¡«a äôL »àdG ájôKC’G ™bGƒŸG øe ÉgÒZh
 ™e Ió°ûH ¢†bÉæàJ ájôKC’G ádOC’G ¿EÉa qº nK øeh ,OÓ«ŸG πÑb ™°SÉàdG ¿ô≤dG πÑb CGóÑj ⁄ ΩhOCG ‘ ¿É£«à°S’G ¿CG ÚÑj …òdGh âæH
 øeh ÚjQƒ°TB’G Ωhób ™e É kæeGõàe ¿Éc áHôY …OGh øe ¢SÉëædG êGôîà°SG ¿CG kÉ°†jCG ∂dP ºYój Éeh .á«JGQƒàdG QOÉ°üŸG øe ádOC’G

.OÓ«ŸG πÑb ™HÉ°ùdGh øeÉãdG Úfô≤dG ‘ »ehOC’G ¿É£«à°S’G QÉgORG Iôµa ºYój Gò¡a qº nK
 ájôKC’G ™bGƒŸG ∂∏J øe á«æµ°ùdG äÉ≤Ñ£dGh ájQÉª©ŸG ô°UÉæ©dGh ,ΩÉàNC’Gh ,ájQÉîØdG ÊGhC’G πãe ájôKC’G ≈≤∏dG Ò°ûJ .ÉkãdÉK
 ádOC’G √òg ¿EÉa Éæg øeh .»£ÑædG ô°ü©dG ≈dEG »ehOC’G ô°ü©dG øe ájQÉ°†M ájQGôªà°SG ≈dEG ,áØãµe äÉÑ«≤æJ É¡«a äôL »àdG

 ,»∏HÉÑdG  ójô£dG  É¡«∏Y ≈°†b  »àdG  á«ehOC’G  ádhódG  ¢VÉ≤fCG  ≈∏Y º¡àdhO  Gƒ°ù°SCG  å«M ;á«ehOC’G  IQÉ°†◊G  áKQh  GƒfÉc  Üô©dG
.OÓ«ŸG πÑb ¢SOÉ°ùdG ¿ô≤dG ‘ ,ó«FÉfƒHÉf
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I. INTRODUCTION:
The beginning of settlement in Jordan may go back to the early Iron Age 

or even earlier to the Bronze Age. The surveys and excavations conducted in 
the Northern and Central Jordan, show that these areas have been densely 
inhabited since the Late Bronze Age and have had continuous occupation 
with some gaps.

In contrast, the picture is slightly different in Southern Jordan (Adom). 
However, until the last three decades, many archaeologists believed that 
there was a gap in the history of settlement in Southern Jordan spanning 600 
years; from the Middle Bronze Age to the end of the Late Bronze Age (from 
the 19th -13th Centuries B.C). This hypothesis had been advocated by Nelson 
Glueck, during his surface surveys in Southern Jordan and Southern Palestine 
between 1934-1938, and based on the Biblical tradition, many archaeologists 
followed him. However, this hypothesis is now being considered out of date, 
because the excavations conducted at many sites in Southern Jordan do not 
fit the Biblical accounts upon which Glueck had based his hypothesis. These 
excavations indicate that the beginning of settlement in Adom is to be dated to 
the end of the 9th Century B.C. at the very earliest. But, as Weippert pointed 
out, the history of the Adomiytes as a settled population may go back to the 12th 
Century B.C.(1) Although this date is unlikely since the excavations conducted 
by C.M. Bennett at Buşayrah, Ţawilān and Umm al-Biyārah do not fit it and 
show the settlement in Adom should be dated to the 9th Century B.C. at the 
very earliest.

This paper deals with the beginning of settlement in Southern Jordan, Adom, 
from the written sources as well as from the archaeological excavations, in an 
attempt to reconstruct the history of settlement there in the Iron Age.

II. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND:
The land to the East of the Jordan River has not received much archaeological 

attention compared to that situated West of the river. Furthermore, the 
Southern part of Jordan, which had played a significant role in the history of 
Jordan, has received much less attention from archaeologists.

The Kingdom of Adom lies in the Southern part of Jordan. In Old Testament 
times, the Adomiytes were the neighbors of the Israelites, Mu’ābites as well 
as `Ammunites. Accordingly, Adom extended from the Wādiy al-Hasā (Zered) 
in the North to the Wādiy Hişmah, which stretches to the Gulf of `Aqabah on 
the Red Sea and Arabia in the South. To the West, Adom was restricted by the 
Wādiy `Arabah and to the East by the Syrian Desert [See Map: 1]. Meanwhile 
there is an argument that the Aِdomiyte territories extended to the west of 
Wādiy `Arabah at some stages of their history.(2)
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The location of the land of Adom is very important, since it lies between the 
Wādiy al-Hasā on the north and the Gulf of `Aqabah on the South. It is a high, 
rough mountainous area that reaches an elevation of 5, 600 feet above sea 
level. Therefore, people enjoy plenty of rainfall in winter. Hence, its physical 
geography was formed by limestone in the North then changed gradually to 
the Nubian sandstone and granite in the region around `Aqabah.(3)

Nelson Glueck was the pioneer in conducting surveys in Jordan and 
Palestine; he did the most extensive work ever done in Southern Jordan 
between 1934 and 1938.(4) Thus, according to his surveys, the settlement 
in Jordan started during the Early Bronze Age IV period between 2350-
1850 B.C., where civilization flourished during this period. Then during the 
whole Middle Bronze and Late Bronze Age, there was a gap in occupation in 
Southern Jordan and Southern Palestine from the 19th-13th Centuries B.C. for a 
period of 600 years. After that the Adomiyte settlement flourished during Iron 
Age I from the 13th Century to the 8th Century B.C. where are has a highly 
developed civilization, from the 8th Century B.C. on, there was a rapid decline 
in the strength of Adom.(5) Then Glueck made some excavations at Tall al-
Halifah, located on the shore of the Gulf of `Aqabah, between 1938-1940, to 
support his conclusions about the gap in occupation.(6)

In fact, there are many scholars who disagree with the conclusions drawn 
by Glueck, because, Adom is a natural stronghold which provides excellent 
places for settlement. Therefore, the surface survey such as that done by 
Glueck does not reveal whether or not there was continuity in occupation nor 
its length. As Bartlett mentions, it is impossible, from the surface survey, to tell 
whether people lived in tents or caves, as do some today, thus it is difficult to 
suppose discontinuity in the settlement in Southern Jordan.(7)

In contrast, Bennett conducted some excavation at Buşayrah,(8) Ţawilān,(9) 
and Umm 

al-Biyārah.(10) From these excavations, Bennett concluded that 
archaeological evidence does not support Glueck’s conclusion, and therefore, 
the beginning of settlements in Adom does not go back earlier than the 9th 
Century B.C. Indeed, as Dornmann says, if we want to understand how the 
distribution of settlement in Jordan in the past was, we better look at the 
present distribution. The distribution of people in Southern Jordan now reflects 
their distribution in the past. Thus there are still a great number of people in 
Southern Jordan today, nomadic or semi-nomadic types of life.(11) Therefore, 
these people do not use pottery in their daily life and may have used leather 
for water, milk and food that did not last for long.

III. Archaeological Surveys:
There are Many archaeological surveys, were conducted in Southern 
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Jordan in the last three decades. These surface surveys that have been done 
by Weippert in 1974,12 and others in Wādiy `Arabah and in the south of the 
Dead Sea Area by Rast and Schuab in 1973.(13) Furthermore, the extensive 
surveys conducted by MacDonald and others in 1979 to the South of the Wādiy 
al-Hasā, from the Western Edge of the plateau leading up to the Southeastern 
plain of the Dead Sea, have come up with great results.(14) The work team 
has continued their survey in 1981 from Wādiy La`abān to the East as far as 
Wādiy al-`Ali.(15) Then in 1982, MacDonald with a new team of archaeologists 
have continued the survey in the area of Wādiy al-`Ali, Wādiy al-Ahmar, Wādiy 
ar-Ruweyhi and Wādiy Abū ad-Diba`.(16)

According to Clark, the survey of 1993 in the Wādiy al-Hasā North Bank 
shows decline in the Late Bronze Age population is gradually reserved during 
Iron Age. These surveys show that Iron I sites are poorly represented, where 
we have only 12 sites, which form 3.1% of ceramic total.(17) But it is with Iron 
Age II (918-539 B.C.), that a virtual population explosion takes place in the 
Eastern Wādiy al-Hasā, for we have recorded 97 sites, formed 25.1% of 
the ceramic total yielding Iron II pottery, most of Iron Age II sites are modest 
farmsteads.(18)

According to Finkelstein, there are some cracks in Bennett’s theory. He 
based this implication on the publications of Weippert where he published Iron 
I material from two sites in northern Adom. (19) These sites are located North 
and East of al-Ţafilah – hirbat Abū Bannā and hirbat Mašmil, and he added 
that identical material was collected in four more sites in the vicinity: hirbat 
al-Qūsah al-Hamrā, hirbat as-Sab`ah, hirbat at-Tuwānah and hirbat Umm 
Še`ir.(20) Meanwhile Sauer suggested that Iron I -A pottery might be found at 
Buşayrah.(21)

MacDonald pointed out that the Middle Bronze Age (1950-1550 B.C.) and 
Late Bronze Age (1550-1200 B.C.) were not represented in the surveys that 
are conducted in 1981 and 1982,(22) but in that the 1979 season, the Late 
Bronze Age period was better represented than the Middle Bronze Age.(23) It 
seems very likely to mention that the sites, which are included in this survey, 
from which we would be able to make some comments, depending on their 
distribution. According to MacDonald, the survey revealed some evidence of 
Late Bronze Age associated with Iron Age I pottery at different sites, especially 
at Ras ar-Rhāb, hirbat `Ayun Ġuzlān, al-Gazrain, hirbat al-Burbeiţah and 
Rabābah.(24) Furthermore, Late Bronze Age materials are found at many sites 
associated with Iron Age I at aš-Šurābāt and Baydar Radwān.(25) [See Map: 
2].

During the 1982 survey, MacDonald found Iron Age I (1200-918 B.C.) 
pottery at al-Mabrā; a site seems to have been a large village.26 Moreover, 
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Iron Age I pottery was also found at hirbat Abū Bannā, on the west bank of 
Wādiy La`abān and to the northwest of this site where the hirbat Mašmil is 
located. At the latter site, foundations of a small building are still visible.(27) 
Furthermore, Iron Age I materials were also found at the sites of al-Qūsah 
al-Hamrā, at-Tuwānah, hirbat as-Sab`ah, hirbat Umm ar-Rās and rogum 
Hanāzir.(28) Thus, as MacDonald mentions, there are no Iron I sites including 
Abū Bannā to be recorded between Wādiy al-Hasā and al-Ţafilah.(29)

Iron Age I materials associated with Iron Age II (918-721 B.C.) were 
found at the sites of hirbat an-Nūhah and hirbat Bahlūl where these sites 
show occupations in the Adomiyte Period.(30) Also, MacDonald found a great 
deal of Adomiyte pottery at the sites of hirbat al-`Adānin, rogum Karakā and 
hirbat Karakā.(31) Furthermore, Iron Age I pottery associated with Iron II objects 
were found at the sites of hirbat al-Burayş, hirbat Hobūl al-Hardūn, `Ayn ad-
Dāhis, Umm Şuwānah,(32) and, at ad-Dayr.(33) Iron Age II A-B (918-605 B.C.) 
pottery was found at rogum Jāyiz, where there are some architectural remains 
apparent at this site. Furthermore, Iron II A-B pottery was found at the sites 
of rogum Mhāwiš, hirbat ad-Drāj, hirbat al-Mdaiyil,(34) hirbat an-Nhās, hirbat 
Duwwār and hirbat aš-Šadid.(35) Iron II C (605-539 B.C.) pottery has been 
found at the sites of al-Maghaz, hirbat Dbā`ah and hirbat al-Hābis.(36)

Lindner points out that, in recent years several Iron Age II (Adomiyte) sites 
have been discovered and distributed, among them Ba`jah III and Umm al-
`Alā (as-Sādeh).(37) Iron II pottery of the type found at other sites like Umm 
al-Biyārah, Umm al-`Alā and Ba`jah III was predominant.(38) Furthermore, in 
the stronghold of Jabal al-Qşir, there is nothing to indicate an origin during 
a Jewish–Adomiyte struggle before the 8th Century B.C.(39) There is no 
architecture in Adom before the 8th-7th Century B.C. and, as Bienkowski 
pointed out, the bulk of the Adomiyte settlement sites do not precede the 7th 
Century B.C.(40)

As far as the Jabal al-Qşir is concerned, the original occupation occurred 
during Assyrian control in the 8th Century B.C. (732 B.C.). The Adomiytes 
were forced by Assyrian control and not only became settled but also mine 
process and trade copper. They certainly had to engage with the Arabian 
trade at the Northern end of the incense road.(41) All of this is leading to the 
maximum of Adomiyte settling activity in the 7th-6th Century B.C.(42) According to 
Lindner in 1994, a team of North Hasā Group (NHG) found pottery, which was 
recognized and dated as Iron Age (Adomiyte) Ware. The team discovered four 
Adomiyte mountain stronghold: Ba`jah III, Umm al-`Alā (as-Sādeh), Jabal al-
Qşir and Adomiyte fortress of hirbat al-Mu`allaq.(43) Moreover, Lindner states 
that 53 Iron II pottery sherds were discovered in the Jabal aş-Şāfih area and 
consist of household and storage ware. The most striking discovery was the 
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high percentage of Iron II C pottery sherds.(44) Furthermore, there are Iron 
II pottery at the site of ad-Drāj III, consist of storage jars with two handles. 
Fragments of a large bowl with a ring base belong to the Iron II period. A detail 
of ad-Drāj III is pointing to a late Iron II fortress.(45) 

It seems possible that ad-Drāj III was built as a fortress to protect the 
Iron II inhabitants against aggression from the east. We do not know when 
exactly the Aِdomiyte settlements were left; it was probably at the time when 
the Adomiyte State perished.(46) The above mentioned surveys show that Iron 
Age I is poorly represented in the survey which argues with the results of the 
archaeological surveys of MacDonald between Wādiy al-Hasā and al-Ţafilah 
in the Iron Age II are well represented in the surveying area in the South of 
Jordan. Meanwhile there are no indications of Persian occupation from the 6th 
–the 4th Century B.C. in that area.(47) Therefore, it seems very difficult to make a 
reconstruction of the beginning of settlement in Southern Jordan at the present 
time. This implication is based mainly on that the archaeological evidence from 
the excavations which have been conducted by Bennett at the sites of Umm 
al-Biyārah, Ţawilān and Buşayrah, shows that the beginning of settlement in 
Adom does not go back earlier than the beginning of the 9th Century B.C.(48)

However, few archaeologists did not accept this date such as Sauer, Weippert 
and Finkelstein.(49) The results of the surface surveys conducted by MacDonald 
have pushed the settlement period in the Southern Jordan even before the 
period posited by Nelson Glueck. Furthermore, the results of these surveys 
are filling in the gaps that Glueck has proposed.(50) Despite that excavations 
are still critical in providing us with stratified material as well as pottery dating 
sequence; therefore, it is necessary to rely upon materials from Palestine 
to date our material from Adom precisely.(51) MacDonald acknowledged that 
most of the parallels for his Wādiy al-Hasā survey materials were taken from 
Palestinian and Syrian sites.(52) 

According to MacDonald and his survey team of the 2000 season, there 
is very little evidence of the Early Bronze settlement in his surveyed territory. 
Moreover, there is no evidence of Middle Bronze and only one sherd from the 
Late Bronze period. Furthermore, there is some evidence of Iron I presence, 
but, as MacDonald points out, this is probably near the end of the period. 
Thus, the well-represented materials from the Ceramic Periods come from 
the Iron II Period.(53) Meanwhile, the survey conducted by MacDonald shows 
that Iron II material were found at 16 sites and 17 plots within the survey 
territories, but Iron I materials were found at 2 sites and 1 plot only.(54) These 
sites are hirbat aš-Šari`ah, hirbat al-`Adāwin, hirbat as-Sir, hirbat `Ābūr, hirbat 
at-Tlaytuwāt, hirbat Muġāmis, rogum al-Qirān, rogum Umm al-`Iżām and 
hirbat ad-Dabbah(55). 
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IV. Adom in the Written Sources:
IV. 1. Egyptian Sources:
Egyptian sources provide us with little information about the land of Adom. 

Meanwhile, some of these sources refer to Adom as “The Land of Sa`ir”, while 
other sources used the term of “The Land of the Šāsū People”.(56) According to 
Bartlett, Egyptian sources did not mention Adom in period the New Kingdom, 
that is to say from the 14th-12th Centuries B.C. to the reign of Rameses (Ramsiys) 
III (r. 1184-1167 B.C.); therefore, we have only the Šāsū peoples in this 
Area(57).

In this context, Egyptian Texts mention that King Seti I (r. 1318-1301 B.C.) 
had campaigned against those people who lived in the Sinai (Saynā’) Peninsula 
and Southern Palestine. The texts indicate that Seti I had fought against the 
Šāsū-Bedouins, who lived in the mountainous areas of Syro-Palestine that 
is called in the text “Upper Retenu”.(58) While in the text of the Pharaoh (al-
Far`ūn( Merneptah (r. 1224-1214 B.C.) we found some information indicating 
that there are a few Nomadic families sought refuge in the Eastern Frontiers of 
Egypt, but, unfortunately, the text does not tell where those people came from, 
or how they made their way to Egypt.

The archaeological excavations at the site of Timnā in the Wādiy `Arabah, 
revealed a temple ascribed to the Goddess Hāthūr, that may be dated to 
either the 12th Century B.C. in the time of Rameses (Ramsiys) III (r. 1184-1167 
B.C.) or even to the reign of Seti I. This is indicated by the actual workers 
and the technological abilities used in building of that Temple which are 
attributed to the local Adomiyte people.(59) Thus, the implication would be that 
the Adomiytes were actually existed in the Late Bronze Age, because in the 
topographical lists of Rameses II (R. 1290-1224 B.C.) uncovered at Tall al-
Amarna (Tall al-`Amārnah(, the Land of Aِdom was mentioned as the “Land 
of Sa`ir”.60 Furthermore, in the list of Rameses III, there are cities and towns 
mentioned distributed along the trade route from Damascus through Jordan 
such as Ti-pu-n (Dibān), U-ba-l (Wādiy al-Mūjyb) and Ya-ru-tu (al-Yārut).(61)

Thus it could be implied that this list of localities would indicate a trade route 
directed from Damascus through `Ammun, Mu’āb and Adom, and therefore, 
it would be very likely that the Egyptians were familiar with the land of Jordan 
and the Šāsū people.

Furthermore, during the excavations at Buşayrah, Bennett found an 
Egyptian faience vessel that was the only Egyptian object to be found at 
Buşayrah. The faience has a Hieroglyphic Inscription, and from its shape and 
decorations, it would be implied that it came from an Egyptian relief chalice. 
Bennett, however, infers that the faience may be used as a symbol of an 
Egyptian friendship toward Adom.(62) Therefore, it would be possible that it is 
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related to the prince Hadad of Adom, who fled to Egypt, and when he returned, 
if it happened, would be in the 10th Century B.C. and brought this faience with 
him.(63) Meanwhile, our implication from this faience would be that there were 
settlements of some importance in Adom and a large trade –to some extent 
– perhaps in the 10th-9th Centuries B.C. between Egypt and the Kingdom of 
Adom.

With regard to the date of the earliest occupation at Buşayrah, it is useful 
to correct the misleading statement by Sauer that “Some tenth Century B.C. 
finds have come from Buşayrah”.(64) His reference to one fragment of an 
Egyptian faience relief decoration was still being applied to faience vessel in 
Egypt in the 8th Century B.C. Bennett commenced that if the fragment was an 
heirloom, it may have been brought back in the 10th Century B.C. by Prince 
Hadad, the Adomiyte King who fled to Egypt according to the First Book of 
Kings.(65) This is, of course, pure speculation indeed.(66) It is not even clear that 
Hadad ever returned.

IV. 2. Biblical Sources:
According to Biblical traditions the Adomiytes were descendants of Esau 

(`Iyso) who was one of the sons of Isaac, and Esau was Adom or the father of 
Adom. Furthermore, these Biblical accounts tell us that Adom had an organized 
kingdom that was ruled by a king before any king ruled over the children of 
Israel. In addition to that, these accounts mention a list of kings who ruled over 
Adom, such as Jobab, who ruled over the area of Bozrah (modern Buşayrah) 
and after his death, Hušām ruled over the land of the Temānites.(67) 

Weippert points out that, those kings had ruled during the last part of the 
12th Century B.C. and continued down to the 11th Century B.C. Weippert 
implies that none of these kings was a successor to his predecessor because 
each one of them ruled over a different city.(68) Thus, it is possible that those 
rulers, who ruled over different cities simultaneously, were children of the 
same king. Moreover, it is possible that those rulers were like princes or 
they were ruling City-States as had been done before during the Early and 
Middle Bronze Ages of Syria-Palestine as well as the Assyrian and Babylonian 
Kingdoms of Mesopotamia.(69)

The second source of the Biblical accounts records that, during the Israelite’ 
Exodus from Egypt around 1220 B.C., the Israelites asked the Adomiyte king 
to allow them passage to the Land of Canaan. According to these accounts 
the king of Adom denied their petition to pass through his land.(70) Thus, based 
on this untrustworthy evidence, it would be correct to imply that the Adomiyte 
Kingdom was strong enough to protect its territories and secured their frontiers 
by showing military power to their refusal. Therefore, according to the Book 
of Deuteronomy, the Israelites passed through the land of Adom to the East, 
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then to the North from Aylah and `Isun-Gābir and along the Wādiy `Arabah 
without entering the land of the Mu’ābites.(71) In fact, it was assumed that the 
Mu’ābites had allowed the Israelites passage through the Northeastern corner 
of their country.(72) Thus, it is possible to assume that this evidence is against 
the Biblical Tradition of Deuteronomy.

Furthermore, in the Book of Numbers, we found another account showing 
that the King of Adom refused passage along the King’s Highway to Moses 
and his people,(73) despite assurances that they would turn neither to the right 
nor to the left.(74) Presumably they reached the neighborhood of Jabal Hārūn 
and Wādiy Musa town by the Wādiy `Arabah route. Apparently, the King had 
the strength and authority to enforce his decision and Moses led his people 
elsewhere.(75)

This conflicting statement of the Biblical accounts of Number,(76) and 
Deuteronomy,(77) are likely to be considered a good reason to suspect the 
value of the Biblical traditions. Furthermore, it could be implied from these 
Biblical accounts that the existence of a certain settlement in Adom, at any 
rate, is very likely at this time. Weippert states that the Biblical account does 
not support the existence of an Adomiyte state at the transitional period from 
the Late Bronze to the Iron Age I periods.(78) In contrast, Selms in his reference 
to Albright mentions that the origin of the monarchy in both Adom and Mu’āb 
may be dated, at least, two centuries earlier than the kingship of Šā’ūl.(79) 
According to Selms, it is possible if we know that Šā’ūl ruled in the last part 
of the 11th Century B.C. then the implication would be that the Adomiyte 
Kingdom was to be dated to the last part of the 13th Century B.C. This hypothesis 
advocated by Selms, based on the opinion of Albright, is not supported by 
neither historical nor archaeological evidence. Even the evidence from the 
Biblical accounts does not mention whether or not the Adomiyte had a state 
at this early period.

Moreover, the Biblical traditions mention that Šā’ūl defeated Adom for the 
first time at the end of the 11th Century B.C.(80) Then King David subdued Adom 
and gained control over the copper mining in the Wādiy ̀ Arabah.81 Meanwhile, 
Rothenberg, supporting the Biblical accounts, argues for the existence of the 
copper mining in the Wādiy `Arabah in the Iron Age I, and, therefore, he puts 
it back in the time of King Solomon (r. 971-931 B.C.) in the 10th Century 
B.C. Then later he changed his mind and points out that the early Iron Age 
copper mining of Wādiy `Arabah operated only during the Iron Age I period, 
12th- 11th Centuries B.C.(82) Meanwhile this claim for copper mining in the 10th-
9th Centuries B.C. appears to be un supported. As Knauf and Lenzen pointed 
out that, there is nothing to indicate any significant concentration of settlement 
in Southern Jordan before the end of the 8th Century B.C.(83) Thus it is very 
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likely to conclude that the ِAdomiytes took over the copper mining area Wādiy 
`Arabah in order to exploit it and that at the same time they founded towns and 
villages in the region. (84)

Thus the roots of the animosity between Israel and Adom in the late 11th-10th 
Centuries B.C. should be sought in the struggle to control the Arabian Trade-
Routes. As Finkelstein states, in the 7th Century B.C., the equilibrium of Judah 
and Adom relations changed and the political and cultural influence of Aِdom 
expanded beyond the Jordanian plateau and reached the Beer Šeba (Be’ir 
as-Sabi`) valley.(85) 

Another possible friction zone may have been the contest over the 
exploitation of the Wādiy `Arabah copper resources. However, there seems to 
have been some confusion in these Biblical accounts, because such confusion 
would lead to the implication that there is another reason to suspect the value 
of these Biblical accounts based on archaeological evidence.

Finkelstein states that “The Adomiyte State of Iron II, did not emerge from 
avoid then but rather from a relatively dense sedentary occupation in Iron I. 
Furthermore, the rise of the Aِdomiyte monarchy was apparently the outcome 
of the continuous strife with Israel. The southward expansion of the early 
Israelite monarchy in the late 11th-10th Centuries B.C. was a stimulating force 
behind the emergence of early political institution in Adom”.(86)

According to Aharoni, the campaigns of King Šišonq I on Southern Palestine 
may be extended east of the Wādiy ̀ Arabah, for the goal of Šišonq’s Southern 
campaigns was to regain control over the Arabian trade.(87) Apparently, the 
Iron Age occupation in Adom reached its peak in the 8th-7th Centuries B.C. 
possibly as a result of the Assyrian activities in the region.(88) 

The Adomiytes may or may not have survived the end of their civilization, 
which was brought about by the King Nabūnā’id (r. 556-539 B.C.) in the year 
553/552 B.C.,(89) until they were forced to resume their nomadic –pastoral life, 
which most probably had never entirely disappeared. Thus the end of the 
Adomiyte use of Jabal al-Qşir coincides with the end of the 6th Century B.C.(90)

As Lindner points out that, the Jabal al-Qşir survey revealed a large amount 
of Iron II pottery, commonly known as “Adomiyte”. This type of pottery vessels 
argued by Finkelstein as being Iron I, is very problematic if his chronology to 
be accepted since they all represent storage containers, which is unlikely. 
Thus it is sufficient to say that the homogenous finds from Jabal al-Qşir fit into 
the large complex of Iron Age II pottery from Southern Jordan. These types 
of pottery are very well represented at sites like Ţawilān, Buşayrah, Umm al-
Biyārah, Ba`jah III and as-Sādeh.(91) 

IV. 3. Assyrian and Babylonian Sources:
During the Iron Age II-A (918-721 B.C.) and Iron Age II-B (721-605 B.C.), 
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the Assyrians became the dominating power in the Ancient Near East. The 
states of Syria-Palestine became vassals of Assyria, a situation continued 
until the Iron Age II-C (605-539 B.C.) when the Babylonians replaced the 
Assyrians as a dominant power.(92) Neo-Assyrian history in the Near East 
begun in the time of the King Šalmanaşşar III (r. 858-824 B.C.). He appeared 
with his troops in Central and Southern Syria and extended his power to these 
areas after his victory in the battle of Qarqar about 853 B.C.,(93) in the north of 
Syria. As a result, the opponents were forced to subdue to him and pay him 
tribute.(94) At first he encountered considerable opposition when he marched 
against the State of Hamah on the Orontes River (Nahr al-`Āşy) for the first 
time. At the City of Qarqar, where the battle took place, he was confronted with 
a coalition of Syrian and Phoenician states supported by Egyptian and Arab 
contingents.(95) Although, the annals of Šalmanaşşar III did not mention the 
Kingdom of Adom by name, but, apparently, the implication is that Adom was 
among those kings. Furthermore, as Bartlett and Weippert mention, Adom 
had been a Judean province until it was able, at some time between 848 and 
841, to gain its independence.(96)

In a clay tablet from the year 728 B.C., Tiglāt-Pilaşşar III (r. 744-727 B.C.) 
mentions the kings Sānib of Bet-`Ammun, Salamān of Mu’āb, and Quasmalak 
of Adom among his tributaries.(97) In the year 701 B.C., Sennacherib (r. 705-681 
B.C.) made several campaigns against Hezekiah of Judah and confederates, 
the Phoenician and Filisţin states. The ̀ Ammunite King Pūdūili, Kamoš-Nadāb 
of Mu’āb and Aiārammū of Adom, refused to become involved in the anti-
Assyrian league and rendered tribute to Sennacherib as proof of their loyalty.
(98) In the Inscription of Isārhadūn (r. 680 – 669 B.C.) and Āšūrbānipāl (r. 667-
627 B.C.), Pūdūili and his successor `Amminadāb I, Mūşūri King of Mu’āb and 
Qaus-Gābir King of Adom appear as loyal vassals.(99)

According to Weippert, we are only in possession of the sparse information 
that the last Neo-Babylonian King Nabūnā’id laid siege to the “City of Adom” 
and probably captured it in the second half of the 3rd year of his reign around 
553 B.C.(100) In Babylonian usage the term “City of …” designates the capital 
of a country. In the case of Adom this would most probably be Bozrah (Modern 
Buşayrah).(101) 

The later Iron Age would seem to have been a period of relative prosperity 
and population growth, perhaps fostered by growing importance of trade 
with Arabia. A major trade route essentially paralleled the Desert Highway 
and extended north through `Ammān, Damascus into Northern Syria and 
southern Anatolia. Furthermore, this period saw the appearance of the first 
multi-community polities, essentially small kingdoms like Adom, Mu’āb and 
`Ammun with fortified capitals that functioned as administrative, and possibly 
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religious, centers.(102) 
Cuneiform business documents discovered at Ţawilān near Wādiy Musa, 

but written at Harrān in the accession year of the Achaemenid King Dārius, 
gives evidence of the business dealings in northern Syria of an Adomiyte 
businessman by the name “Qossāmā b. Qosyādā” living in Ţawilān. These 
business dealings can be most easily explained if they took place within the 
Persian satrapy of “Beyond the River” indicating that Adom was a Persian 
province.(103) Thus, apparently, the regional Kingdoms of Jordan and Palestine 
came under the control of a Persian Satrap with subordinate governors 
after 500 B.C., despite that the survey, conducted by Clark, produced no 
archaeological evidence of Persian domination. Meanwhile literary texts attest 
copper production in the Wādiy `Arabah after 586 B.C. and even after the 
destruction of the Kingdom of Adom by Nabūnā’id in 553 B.C.(104) Thus, it 
is likely that Persian control over Eastern Wādiy al-Hasā and over most of 
Palestine was sporadic and ephemeral at best.(105)

The first Assyrian reference to Adom appears in the records of Adad-Nirāri 
III (r. 810-783 B.C.), which records the states that paid tribute to the King 
of Āšūr, Adad-Nirāri, including Adom.(106) Thus, Tiglāt-Pilaşşar III has to be 
considered as a great figure in the Neo-Assryian history, due to his shrewd 
administrative ability. Therefore, the kingdoms that stretched from Damascus 
to Samaria, including the Kingdoms of Jordan became Assyrian provinces. 
Meanwhile, the records mention Qaus-Malakū, King of Adom U-du-mu-a-a 
among those kings who paid tribute to Tiglāt-Pilaşşar III, including gold, silver, 
tin, iron and linen garments.(107)

In the annals of Sargūn II (r. 722-705 B.C.), the unnamed ruler of Adom is 
listed among those kings who paid him tribute.(108) Moreover, in the annals of 
Sennacherib, we found that the king of Assyria received tribute from Pūdūili, 
King of `Ammun, Kammūšun-adbi, King of Mu’āb and Aiarammū (variant 
account: Malikrammū),(109) King of Adom as well.(110) 

In the Annals of King Isārhadun, the names Qaus-Gābir, King of Adom, 
Musuri, King of Mu’āb and Pūdūili, King of `Ammun appear among other 22 
Kings who were employed in transportation of various materials to Ninevah 
for building the palace of the king. These materials contained long beams, 
pine trees and Lebanese products.(111) Furthermore, the same King, of Adom 
appears in the records of Āšūrbānipāl among others who brought heavy gifts 
to the king of Assyria.(112) Moreover, it has been mentioned in these annals 
that Āšūrbānipāl had pressed the people of subjugated countries into military 
service to help him in his wars against Egypt and the Arabs. Accordingly, 
Āšūrbānipāl states in his annals that: “In my ninth campaign I called up my 
troops (and) marched directly against Uāte, King of Arabia (`Aribū), because 
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he had broken the (agreements protected by) oaths (sworn to) me and did not 
remember that I had treated him with clemency; he had cast away the yoke 
away… He refused to come (and to inquire about (the state of) my health and 
held back the presents tamartu) and his heavy tribute”.(113)

Apparently, it seems clear that the Arabs were threatening the presence of 
the Assyrians in the kingdom of Adom. Therefore, many scholars have seen 
that the Arabs extended the Adomiyte territories to the Southern part of Judah 
because of the pressure on its eastern borders.(114) Thus, this would lead to 
the implication that the Arabs were living in the eastern desert under the ruler 
Gešūm/ Gašmū of the Qedarites, who was the father of Qainu, the king of 
Qedar.(115) Therefore, this situation forced the Assyrians to construct fortresses 
along the edge of the eastern desert to protect themselves against the raids of 
the Arabs.(116) These fortresses mentioned by Glueck were dated between the 
13th and 8th Century B.C.(117) Meanwhile Bennett found no reason for an early 
date and she would rather bring them down to the 8th Century B.C.(118) 

At the end of the 7th Century B.C., the Babylonians replaced the Assyrians 
after their victory over the Assyrians in the battle of Necho, North of Carchamiš, 
around 605 B.C.(119) Furthermore, Jehoiakim, the King of Judah, had offered 
some assistance to the Egyptians to stand against the Babylonians. Thus 
Nabūhadnaşşar of Babylon secured Judah from the south and isolated it as 
a buffer zone, and then took its people into exile to Babylon in 587 B.C. In 
contrast, the Kingdoms of Jordan submitted to the Babylonian domination by 
paying tribute. Therefore, these kingdoms were saved from the destruction 
that happened in other states.(120) 

Accordingly, the destruction of the Kingdom of Judah, attributed to the 
Babylonians, seems to have been partially not correct, because the Adomiytes 
took advantages of that destruction. Therefore, as it has been pointed out, 
the destruction was partially done by the Adomiytes, and partially by the 
Babylonians. As a matter of fact, the Adomiytes migrated into southern Judah 
and took possession of the land.(121) Aharoni, from an ostracon of a storage jar 
found at Arad, implied that the destruction of the Judean monarchy conducted 
because of the Adomiytes’ attack sided with the Babylonians in 598/ 597 
B.C.(122)

On the other hand, Aharoni inferred from another ostracon found at 
the same site, that the Adumeans’ attack had occurred during the reign of 
Jehoiakim of Judah when Nabūhadnaşşar lunched his first campaign between 
600 –598 BC.(123) According to different sources, Nabūnā’id had campaigned 
against the Arabs of northwestern Arabia to control the trade routes that 
passed by. Therefore, it has been argued that Nabūnā’id was responsible 
for the destruction of the Kingdom of Adom in the 6th Century B.C. for many 
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reasons: First, the decline of Adom’s economy because of the loss of control 
over the trade routes between Arabia and the Mediterranean markets. That 
trade, which passed through Adom, was very important for their existence.
(124) Secondly, as Bartlett has mentioned, the downfall of the Kingdom of Adom 
would be attributed to the heavy tribute laid upon Adom by the Assyrians in the 
8th-7th Centuries B.C. and then by the Babylonians who followed their footsteps.
(125) In contrast, Lindsay emphasized that the campaigns of Nabūnā’id against 
the Arabs had caused the Adomiytes’ incursion as far as Didān “al-`Ula” in 
northwestern Arabia.(126) In fact, this assumption seems to be unlikely because 
it is impossible for the Adomiytes to flee toward Didān, where Nabūnā’id had 
resided at Taymā where he established a kingdom. According to Parr, who 
argues in favor of that flee, if that happened, it would not have occurred 
immediately after the Babylonian attack, but it may have been delayed until 
the 5th or even 4th Century B.C., when Didān was flourishing. (127) Thus, this 
would give an interpretation to the relations between the Qurayyah pottery 
and that of the latest Adomiyte pottery.(128) Therefore, this would also lead to 
the implication that there was uninterrupted sedentary occupation throughout 
the Persian and Nabataean Periods.(129) 

Hart concludes, from his archaeological survey in Adom that there is little 
or no evidence for the Early Iron Age in the area surveyed. (130) No sherds 
found to be dated to the 12th-11th Centuries B.C. A few sherds of perhaps the 
10th-8th Centuries B.C. were found but nearly all recovered were 7th-5th 
Centuries B.C. forms. Thus Adomiyte civilization in a settled form cannot be 
said to have started much before 700 B.C. A few buildings of unclear function, 
possibly a farm building or watchtowers, unfortified groups of buildings were 
found. Therefore, according to Hart, it is not clear whether there is any direct 
continuity between the Adomiyte and Nabataean occupation. (131) He adds 
that all excavated material was standard Adomiyte Iron Age, and thus he 
concludes that it seems probable that the only major period of use was in 
the 7th-5th Centuries B.C.(132) On the other hand, Bartlett points out that there 
was continuity between the Adomiytes and Nabataeans, as evidenced from 
the sites of Tall al-Halifah, Buşayrah and Ţawilān.(133) He adds that, “There 
are two features that may suggest continuity between the Adomiytes and the 
Nabataeans is that peoples do not appear and disappear and a land does 
not just fill up and empty again. The population changes its ethnic content, 
develops its culture and traditions, but unless major disaster strikes, it doe not 
just stop”.(134)

V. Archaeological Evidence to the Settlement:
V.1. Building Remains:
According to Biblical accounts, it would be clear that Adom was occupied 
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in the Early Iron Age or even earlier, that is that despite the fact archaeological 
evidence does not fit well. Meanwhile, four sites in Adom have been extensively 
excavated which revealed no indication of occupation before the end of the 
9th Century B.C. Bennett conducted some archaeological excavations at 
Buşayrah, Ţawilān and Umm al-Biyārah, while Glueck dug at Tall al-Halifah. 
According to Bienkowski there is no conclusive evidence for settlement 
in Adom during the Middle and Late Bronze Age, and the four major sites 
excavated by Bennett are to be dated to the 7th-6th Centuries B.C.(135)

Buşayrah is a natural stronghold lying in the north of Adom within the 
mining area of Finān. It is located at a distance of 22 K.M. South of al-Ţafilah, 
and 4 K.M. West of the King’s Highway. Thus Buşayrah is the most important 
and largest site in Adomiyte Iron Age.(136) It was excavated during the 1971-
74 and 1980. Apparently, there were four main reasons for chosen this site 
for excavation.(137) First, the identification of Buşayrah with Biblical Bozrah, a 
very important Adomiyte town and, possibly Capital at some stage. Second, 
the verses in the Old Testament, especially the Passages of Numbers XX: 
14-21, which mention that the King of Adom refused to allow the Israelite’s 
coming from Egypt to pass through his land. Third, Buşayrah is proximity with 
the important copper mining area of Finān played a significant role, as it was 
the main copper production area of the Southern Levant. Fourth, Buşayrah 
seems to be the most prominent site that can provide a good chronological 
sequence for the history of Adom. 

During her excavations at Buşayrah, Bennett discovered a royal building, 
which was called “Acropolis”. In fact, the City was divided into Upper and Lower 
Towns. The Upper Town consisted of the “Acropolis” (Area A) with palatial 
and / or temple buildings. The Lower town, of ordinary domestic buildings, 
surrounds the Acropolis.(138) Concerning the identification of Buşayrah with 
Biblical Bozrah, there is nothing to confirm or deny this equation with Bozrah, 
for very little epigraphic material was found. Even though, Biblical Scholars 
are in favor of the identification of Buşayrah with “Bozrah”.(139) 

It is not clear whether occupation at Buşayrah began in the 10th-9th -8th 
Centuries B.C. Hence, there was definitely no occupation that could be 
associated with the time of the Exodus, that is in the late 13th Century B.C.(140) 
Although the function of the Acropolis is not clear because there are no 
inscriptions found which may throw some light on the nature of these buildings 
whether they were palaces or temples.(141) Meanwhile Buşayrah shows a unique 
architecture, where buildings A and B are likely to be called palaces, therefore, 
Buşayrah is to be considered the most prominent site in Adom (Figures: 1&2). 
In the Iron Age II Period, Buşayrah was a substantial administrative center 
dominated by three large buildings and fortified by a town wall. Therefore, it 
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is reasonable to suggest that Buşayrah was an administrative center; on a 
minor scale, Ţawilān probably had a similar regional function.(142) However, 
regardless of its function, Buşayrah seems to have the potential in providing a 
very good chronological sequence for the history of Adom.(143) This implication 
is based on the evidence that the area around the acropolis represents 
Adomiyte houses that were built in a local tradition as well as on the painted 
pottery of an Adomiyte style is found associated with.(144) This is very likely, as 
Oakeshott pointed out, that the pottery is remarkably homogenous.(145) 

According to Finkelstein, a significant quantity of Iron Age I sherds from 
Buşayrah published as Iron II, he would like to be put in the 11th Century 
B.C.(146) He argues that the pottery found in different sites in Adom supplies 
enough evidence for the existence of an earlier occupation.(147) 

On the other hand, as Bennett pointes out, the problem that appeared 
during the excavation at Buşayrah was that the Roman pottery sherds of the 
1st and 2nd Centuries A.D. were found under the Iron Age sherds of the 8th 
Century B.C. This would lead to the interpretation that the Romans reused 
the foundations of their predecessors; therefore, we faced the overlapping 
of layers.(148) Furthermore, Bennett uncovered some evidence of Assyrian 
influence in the Acropolis. In her reference to Turner, Bennett states that the 
bathroom units that were found in the units of the Acropolis first appeared in 
Āšūr in the palace of Sargūn II at Horsabād and in the palace of Sennacherib 
at Nineveh.(149) Therefore, it is possible that the Acropolis Building at Buşayrah 
had some Assyrian influence.(150) On the contrast, Sauer states, the large 
public structure of Buşayrah can best be compared with the Iron Age II-A 
(918-721 B.C.) public buildings of Samaria.(151) Therefore, Bennett concluded 
that the earliest evidence for the occupation in Adom, perhaps, goes back to 
the 9th Century B.C. and the flourishing period of the Adomiyte settlement 
occurred during the 7th Century B.C.(152) Thus, apparently, the site of Buşayrah 
contained occupation down to the Persian period, then abandoned, for there 
is some evidence of fire destruction, and probably rebuilt during the Roman 
period in the 1st/2nd Centuries A.D.(153) 

The Second site was Ţawilān, which lies to the East of Petra. Its height 
is 1400 m. above sea level, and is situated near Petra above `Ayn Musa. It 
was excavated from 1968-70 and in 1982. According to the excavator, there 
were two main reasons for its excavation:(154) First, the survey conducted by 
Nelson Glueck has suggested that Ţawilān was a very important Adomiyte 
site, dating from the 13th -6th Centuries B.C.(155) Second, Glueck proposed 
to identify Ţawilān with Biblical Timān.(156) Glueck’s identification had been 
based largely on the texts of the Old Testament,(157) which mention Bozrah 
and Timan, suggesting the location of Bozrah to the North of Adom and 
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that of Timān to the South. Since Bozrah is likely to be modern Buşayrah 
located to the North, then the relative position of Timān is thus indicated to 
the South; therefore, Timān fitted Ţawilān.(158) Thus the original objective of 
Bennett’s excavations was to ascertain the validity of Glueck’s identification.
(159) Apparently, the archaeological excavations did nothing to substantiate the 
equation of Ţawilān with Timān and proved it to be incorrect.(160) 

Bennett challenged Glueck’s conclusion of the continuous occupation in 
Adom. Her argument is based on that the sites of Buşayrah, Ţawilān and Umm 
al-Biyārah flourished in the later phases of the Iron Age that was not before 
800 B.C.(161) Therefore, the conclusion, accepted by most archaeologists, 
would be that Adom was not occupied by a developed sedentary civilization 
before the 9th Century B.C.(162) 

Ţawilān seems to be one of the largest Adomiyte sites, because much of 
the sites were ploughed in later times for agricultural use. Therefore, it seems 
to be difficult to imply whether it was fortified or not, for, as Bennett pointed 
out, there is no evidence of defensive walls and the conclusion would be that 
the natural defenses were sufficient.(163) Thus, it seems very likely, from the 
archaeological point of view, that Ţawilān was the Capital of the Adomiytes, 
flourished during the 7th Century B.C. Bennett implied from her excavations in 
the three main Adomiyte sites (Buşayrah, Ţawilān and Umm al-Biyārah), that 
there is no epigraphically evidence of father to son succession in the ruling line. 
This would give an indication of the political system of the Adomiyte Kingdom 
that could be described as “Šayhs” or “Semi-Nomadic” tribal line. Therefore, it 
would be very likely that there were contemporary capitals in different parts of 
the kingdom and each one had a different ruler or Šayh. This would reflect the 
old system of city-states that was flourished in the Near East during the Early 
Bronze Age in particular. The other opinion would be that there were different 
capitals built in Adom according to weather, winter-capital, summer-capital or 
northern capital and thus southern capital either ruled contemporaneously or 
successively. Hence Buşayrah could have been the Northern Capital, Sela` 
would be another and Ţawilān or Tall al-Halifah at other times.(164) According to 
Oakeshott, it would certainly be safer not to regard Ţawilān as a Capital but to 
see it as being simply an unfortified agricultural town.(165) Meanwhile, Bennett 
continued to regard Ţawilān as possibly the Capital of the Adomiytes during 
part of their history.(166) This idea rests largely on the Book of Genesis, in which 
are named “Kings who reigned in the land Adom”.(167) It is true that none of the 
kings was of his predecessor and that to each one is attributed a different city.
(168) Furthermore, as Weippert points out, the Genesis king-list may have been 
just a list of local rulers, perhaps even contemporaries.(169) Thus Bennett was 
correct in concluding that Buşayrah could have been the capital at one period, 
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Ţawilān at another, and so on.(170) Meanwhile, according to Bienkowski, there 
is very little archaeological support for regarding Ţawilān as a capital.(171) The 
excavations at Ţawilān revealed a scarab seal with two standards, an altar 
decorated with a crescent surmounted by a star symbolizing the Moon-God 
or symbolizing the Goddess `Ištār (`Aštār).(172) According to Bennett, the God 
Quas in the ِAdomiyte religion, which is well known, would imply that this might 
be the first record of a symbol of the Adomiyte God worshipping.(173) 

Although Bennett proposed that Ţawilān was flourishing in the 7th Century 
B.C.(174) This date is based on what is so called “Negev Ware” found in early 
pits. This pottery has been dated to the Early First Millennium B.C., for Glueck 
found it at Tall al-Halifah and dated it to the 10th Century B.C. to the time of 
King Solomon (r. 971-931 B.C.). Based on that, he identified Tall al-Halifah as 
Biblical `Isun-Gābir.(175) Meanwhile, according to other archaeologists, Tall al-
Halifah has been shown to date to no earlier than the 8th Century B.C.(176) 

Finally, based on archaeological materials, Bennett dated the site of 
Ţawilān to the 8th Century B.C., depending on series of houses, walls and 
towns uncovered associated with pits containing storage jars of this period. 
Bennett noticed eight phases of occupation at the site; the first one was the 
use of the site as a source of clay that goes back to the 10th-9th Centuries 
B.C. However, a fully developed Adomiyte sedentary occupation apparently 
happened after the Kingdom became a vassal to Tiglāt-Pilaşşar III in the 8th 
Century B.C.(177)

The third site is Umm al-Biyārah that was a great massive rock overlooking 
Petra from the west; it rises 300 m. from the Petra basin. Bennett excavated this 
site in 1960, 1963 and 1965. There were two namely, aims for the excavations: 
First, to disprove the identification of Umm al-Biyārah with Biblical Sela`, and, 
Second, to obtain stratified Adomiyte pottery. 

Bennett’s excavations showed that there was extensive occupation in the 
first half of the 7th Century B.C. but none that could be dated to the period of 
Amaziah in the 8th Century B.C. However, the Old Testament does not mention 
an actual occupation at Sela` under Amaziah.(178) The identification of Umm 
al-Biyārah with Biblical Sela` was proposed by Glueck in 1933, at the time 
of Amaziah.(179) This identification is not acceptable by most archaeologists 
because the excavations and historical sources proved that there is nothing 
to support this identification and that it is invalid.(180) Other references such 
as the Book of Jeremiah(181) associates Sela` with Bozrah to the North (the 
Capital of Adom) and perhaps modern Buşayrah.(182) However, according to 
Bennett, Umm al-Biyārah is a one period site and represents a single period 
of occupation.(183) 

The excavations at Umm al-Biyārah revealed a flourishing small community 
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building dated to the 7th Century B.C. These excavations uncovered a royal seal 
impression of Qaus-Gābir who seems to have been the King of Adom. Qaus-
Gābir is mentioned twice in Assyrian inscriptions of the times of Isārhadun 
and Āšūrbānipāl.(184) However, this seal impression may reflect an Egyptian 
influence incorporating the God-name in the name of the king either as a 
prefix or as a suffix. Evidence as such existed in the names of the Egyptian 
Pharaohs, for example, Amenhutep III (r. 1405-1367 B.C.), and Amenhutep IV 
= Ahenātun (r. 1367-1350 B.C.).

The fourth site is Tall al-Halifah, which is located at about 3.5 K.M. to the 
West-Northwest of ̀ Aqabah. Glueck identified this site as ̀ Isun-Gābir, although 
he mentions that there is no proof for this identification, but according to him, if 
it is not the case, it should be located within its vicinity.(185) 

Bienkowski demonstrates that the Iron Age material from the main excavated 
sites, Buşayrah, Ţawilān and Umm al-Biyārah, does not pre-date the 7th 
Century B.C. (Iron II).(186) Furthermore, Finkelstein states that, there is no site 
with a full sequence of Iron Age stratigraphies has been excavated, implying 
that there is nothing to say about early Iron Age occupation. Bienkowski says 
that it may be significant that the excavations at Buşayrah, Ţawilān and Umm 
al-Biyārah all reached bedrock with stratigraphical evidence for occupation 
earlier than Iron II. Thus there is nothing to indicate that the Iron II material 
pre-date the 7th Century B.C.(187) At Umm al-Biyārah and Ţawilān, bedrock was 
reached throughout whole-excavated areas. Iron II pottery dating to the 7th-6th 
Centuries B.C. was abundantly present. 

According to Bienkowski, there are many parallels to what Finkelstein insists 
on as Iron I pottery sherds, in clear Iron II Adomiyte contexts. Furthermore, 
none of the material claimed as Iron I in northern Adom is found in a stratified 
sequence and so its relative date cannot be proved conclusively. Accordingly 
none of the material claimed as Late Bronze or Iron I in Adom have been 
found in an excavated and stratified sequence, and therefore, all of these 
materials came from surface surveys and therefore, with the pottery identified 
by parallels from Palestine.(188) Thus, the lack of a sequence is, of course, 
a major problem in Adomiyte archaeology, since none of the Adomiyte sites 
extensively investigated. Busayrah, Ţawilān, Umm al-Biyārah and Tall al-
Halifah appear to have continuous Iron Age sequence and they do not have 
any Pre-Iron Age II remains.(189) 

The location of Tall al-Halifah far from the seashore of the Gulf of 
`Aqabah puts its identification with `Isun-Gābir in question. Glueck offered an 
interpretation to the location of Tall al-Halifah, far from the seashore. Therefore, 
the people chose this site for settlement far from the seashore, for protection 
from the sea waves and to be in the center of the southern end of the Wādiy 
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`Arabah when the wind blew strong.(190) 
The Biblical accounts indicate that King Solomon had built ships on the 

seashore of the Red Sea at `Isun-Gābir to break the monopolism of Midianite 
trades who possessed camel caravans.(191) Thus it would be implied that the 
trade of spices and incense was restricted among these people. Therefore, by 
doing that, the sea trade of different commodities from South of Arabia and the 
Far East could land directly at `Isun-Gābir and then it would be transported by 
land under Solomon’s control.(192) 

Furthermore, during his excavation at Tall al-Halifah, Glueck uncovered a 
gate dated to the 10th- 9th Centuries B.C. to the time of Solomon.(193) Later on, 
Glueck changed his opinion and dates these gates to the 8th -7th Centuries 
B.C. and considered the gate of Tall al-Halifah, to be contemporary with the 
gates of Palestine.(194) This gate has analogies at Tall al-Mutasallim (Megiddo 
IV), Tall ̀ Arad, Periods X-VIII and Tall ad-Duwayr (Lachish) of the same period, 
and thus is supported by the evidence from Tall al-Mutasallim, Tall Abū Šušah 
(Gezer) and Tall al-Qadah (Hazor), that all belong to the time of Solomon.(195) 

Meanwhile, the excavations conducted by Glueck at Tall al-Halifah, have 
revealed five distinguished periods of occupation. According to Glueck, the 
first settlement of `Isun-Gābir was in the time of King Solomon in the 10th-
9th Centuries B.C., while the second period was restricted to Jehoshaphat of 
Judah in the 9th Century B.C. Jehoshophat is described in Biblical accounts 
as “The one who made the unsuccessful attempts to revive the sea trade 
between `Isun-Gābir and Arabia that trade had been flourishing in the time 
of Solomon before”.(196) Therefore, according to Glueck, after the destruction 
of the Taršiš ships of Solomon, Jehoshaphat would have relied upon camel 
caravans.(197) 

The third period of occupation at Tall al-Halifah was attributed to Uzziah in 
the 8th Century B.C. According to the Biblical tradition, Uzziah is described 
as an active person who “Rebuilt Elat (which is probably another name for 
`Isun-Gābir) and made possible sea trade down to the Red Sea.(198) Then, 
based on these traditions, “Then the Adomiytes drove the men of Judah out 
of Elat and regained possession of it until this day” (199). However, the third 
layer of occupation was apparently destroyed by fire, then a new settlement 
was built completely that became known as Period IV and dated from the end 
of the 8th Century B.C. to the end of the 6th Century B.C. This date, given to 
this stratum, was based on a seal impression of Qaus-Anal that was probably 
another Adomiyte king. (200) Furthermore, Glueck pointed out that the Adomiyte 
pottery found in Level IV at Tall al-Halifah belongs to the Adomiyte period, 
while the pottery found in levels I-II must be attributed to the time of King 
Solomon and must be dated to the 10th-9th Centuries B.C.201 
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In fact, there is an argument among scholars that the Tall al-Halifah, 
Stratum IV was not an Adomiyte settlement and possibly a Nabataean one.
(201) According to Meshel this settlement was rebuilt under Assyrian auspices 
and remained subject to Assyrian influence. This is evidenced by the large 
quantity of Assyrian pottery found in the site and the plenty information in 
some sources on the development of trade between Assyria and Arabia.(203) 
On the other hand, Bartlett mentions a different conclusion based on the seal 
impression of Qaus-Anal and the pottery associated with it, all of which support 
an implication of an Adomiyte settlement.(204) 

V. 2. The Pottery:
It seems very clear that pottery played a significant role in providing a 

coherent date to the settlement of Southern Jordan in the 9th Century B.C. 
The pottery evidence coincides with the architectural evidence, which is 
compromised. Meanwhile, this evidence does not fit with the information from 
written sources, which indicate that settlement in Adom goes back to the 12th 
Century B.C. or even earlier.

Adomiyte pottery was distributed over a wide area of Southern Jordan. It is 
found at Buşayrah, Ţawilān, Umm al-Biyārah and Tall al-Halifah;(205) it is also 
found at hirbat al-`Adānin,(206) at Timnā, hirbat Duwwār, hirbat aš-Šadid and 
hirbat an-Nhās.(207) The Adomiyte pottery is also found at Huraybah (Didān),(208) 
Dibān and Qurrayyah.(209) 

Glueck and later Bennett date the pottery uncovered in some of the Adomiyte 
sites to Iron Age II, depending on a seal impression mentioning Qaus-Anal, 
King of Adom.(210) Meanwhile many of the scholars, involved in Adomiyte 
settlement dating, disagree with this conclusion. This disagreement is based 
mainly on the results reached by Rothenberg from his excavations at Timnā, 
of which pottery he dated to the Late Bronze Age, to the 13th Century B.C.(211) 
It is also based on the survey conducted by Parr and others in Northwestern 
Arabia, which shows a close connection as the pottery from Timnā. Therefore, 
according to Lindsay, Adomiyte pottery is to be considered as a good analogy 
to that of Timnā, and thus, should be dated to the same period.(212) 

Furthermore, during his survey in northern Hijāz, Dayton came upon a 
large quantity of Adomiyte pottery at the site of Huraybah and at Maġā’ir 
Šua`ib, which is typical of Iron Age II pottery.(213) Meanwhile, Glueck found a 
great difficulty in distinguishing between the Adomiyte and Midianite pottery, 
because of the homogeneity between them.(214) Therefore, since Midianite 
pottery is dated to the Late Bronze, 14-13th Centuries B.C., so must Adomiyte 
pottery have the same date.(215) However, from this conclusion, we imply that 
Adom was the center of the caravan trade routes that passed from Arabia in the 
south to Ġazzah in the west and Syria in the north. Accordingly, the downfall of 
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the Kingdom of Adom has to be attributed to different reasons. First, it is to be 
ascribed to the decline of the economy because of the loss of controlling over 
the caravan routes between Arabia and the Mediterranean Sea. Secondly, it 
is to be attributed to the heavy burden laid upon the Kingdom of Adom by the 
Assyrians in the 8th-7th Centuries B.C. and finally to the Babylonian domination 
of the country in the 6th century BC.

V. 2. 1. Pottery Forms:
Adomiyte pottery is mostly ‘wheel-made’; red-slip brown or black and, less 

commonly, white. This type of pottery is decorated with horizontal and vertical 
lines as well as bands of strokes on the rim. It could best be described as 
thin, handmade, with yellow-brown firing and red burnishing. The decorations 
are of red and black paint including slashes on the rim, parallel lines and 
crenellated decorations. In fact, two groups of pottery could be distinguished: 
One, painted, that belongs to the elite or ruling class and, another, coarser, that 
belongs to the rest of the normal people, or so-called the “daily life style”.

V.2.1.1. Bowls:
Different shapes of bowls could be distinguished in Adomiyte pottery, 

which can best be compared with those of Adūni-Nūr.(216) Meanwhile, the 
distinctive feature is of red paint inside and outside and even on the disc 
and ring bases. These are decorated with strap; loop pedestals painted 
and bar handles (Figure: 3). Other forms contain pedestal or ring bases, 
decorated with suspension holes or crenellations, which are distinctive to 
Adom. Accordingly, three types of bowls could be distinguished in Adomiyte 
sites; namely, (1) shallow bowls, (2) deep bowls and (3) globular bowls. The 
first type is represented at Buşayrah as shown above in (Figure: 4). It has a 
pedestal base, cutting rim applied at the carination.

Deep bowls with tripod bases exist in the Adomiyte pottery. These are 
decorated with series of triangles or rows of embossed decorations (Figure: 
5: A), while other forms are of naked bowls found at Ţawilān. This type is 
decorated with thumb impression, a style of decoration found on Assyrian 
pottery. The existence of this type would lead to the implication that it is of an 
Assyrian influence; while other types are decorated with ladder style on the 
outside, a type that seems to be of a local distinctive feature to Adom (Figure: 
5: B).

The most abundant type of vessels is the platter with sides flaring from the 
base, which is found in all phases of occupation at Buşayrah and at Adūni-Nūr 
(Figure: 6: A). Open bowls, with rounded to flange rims appeared at Buşayrah, 
Sahāb and Tall al-Fār`ah (Figure: 6: B). This form has a base ranging from 
ring, flat to pedestal. It has a bar-handle type flanked with knobs on each side 
below the rim. It is decorated with short parallel strokes on the rim while others 
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have geometrical designs including blobs, panels of vertical and horizontal 
lines as well as cross-hatching.

A beaker type appeared at Buşayrah and at Tall al-Mazār(217) (Figure: 6: 
C). Its base ranging from round to flat, it’s decorated with horizontal lines on 
the carinated body or plain. This type is typical of Assyrian bowls, which might 
represent an Assyrian influence.(218)

Globular bowls with vertical necks were uncovered at the sites of Buşayrah 
and Tall al-Halifah (Figure: 6: D). Their color is of creamy buff ware and has 
ring bases with some flat exceptions, and characterized by thin walls. These 
forms appeared with or without handles, while other forms show either two or 
four loop handles. The thick rim ranges from being flaring to a spout with a 
pinch mouth, and decorated with composite horizontal lines, vertical lines and 
cross bars of two lines. Thus each type of decoration forms a large “X” mark, 
while in the middle it forms a small “x” mark.

V.2.1.2. Cooking Pots:
Apparently, the most common type of cooking pots is the one, which has 

one, two or more, handles stretching from the rim to the shoulder (Figure: 7). 
This type was uncovered at Buşayrah,(219) Sahāb(220) and Besān (Bet-Šān).
(221) Few examples reveal two or three ridges with triangular rims, while others 
show two loop handles and horizontal bar handles above the shoulder.

The most common types of cooking pots are the ones with handles, ribbing 
rims and round bases (Figure: 8: A). Other types of cooking pots found at 
Buşayrah are the ones decorated with a rope handle (Figure: 8: B), or the 
ones with an angular body 

(Figure: 8: C) with parallels found at Sahāb.(222) 
V.2.1.3. Cups:
Archaeological excavations at different sites in Adom revealed many types 

of cups among the corpus of pottery. Some of these types are plain, without 
handles and have carinated bodies that lead to the assumption of an Assyrian 
influence (Figure: 9: A). The second type is a cup with a tripod base, with or 
without crenellations. Thus the function of these types may have been used 
as censers (Figure: 9: B).

Adomiyte sites have also provided us with other five types of cups, some 
of which appeared either with or without handles. The first type of cups is 
called censers, that appeared in Tall al-Halifah and in `Ammān tombs (Figure: 
10: A). It has a tripod base with a single loop handle. Its decoration ranges 
from a single horizontal row of holes to double rows below the rim or near the 
bottom.

The second type appeared at the sites of Buşayrah, Umm al-Biyārah, Tall 
al-Halifah and Sahāb (Figure: 10: B). This type appeared with handles and 
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usually creamy buff color and flat bases. The third type is found at Buşayrah and 
Tall al-Halifah (Figure: 10: C). It has carinated shoulders, rounded bases and 
the colors ranging from dark grayish brown to reddish buff ware. Decorations 
form horizontal bands of dark-red brown paint to dark brown paint with dots in 
between. The fourth type has tripod bases and vertical sides that appeared to 
be restricted to Buşayrah (Figure: 10: D). This type is decorated with vertical 
and horizontal lines and cross-hatching on the rim. The fifth type has double 
carinated shoulders, which appeared to be restricted to Tall al-Halifah (Figure: 
10: E). It has a high-everted rim and rounded base. Its decoration contains 
two horizontal bands of dark brown paint over a white background of the outer 
surface. 

V.2.1.4. Bottles:
Excavations conducted at Buşayrah,223 Jūfah(224) and Adūni-Nūr(225)

uncovered of similar types of bottles (Figure: 11). The forms have rounded 
bases, buff slip, brown yellow, red colors and decorated with horizontal lines. 
This type of bottles exemplifies a typical Assyrian bottle, especially in the 
shape, neck and the ridges at the base that would represent an Assyrian 
influence.(226) 

The type of bottles found at Buşayrah seems to have been of Assyrian 
imitation type. However, the original type is without painting, while the local 
one is polished with rib and bands of red and black painting.

V.2.1.5. Lambs:
There are many types of lamps found during the excavation. The first type, 

of a high pedestal base, is handmade while turning the wheel inside (Figure: 
12: A). This type seems to be distinctive of Adom. The second type has a flat 
base and narrow nozzle (Figure: 12: B), while the third type is likely to be a 
cultic object, called “cup and saucer”, that could be used as a lamp (Figure: 
13). This type has knobs on the body, and is parallel to that found at Tall ad-
Duwayr.(227) The type found at Buşayrah is of a rounded, stump and pedestal 
base. One of these types appeared to have a pedestal base, dividing the lips 
from the body. This type, apparently, found at Umm al-Biyārah, is commors at 
Buşayrah.(228)

V.2.1.6. Jugs:
Many types of jugs were uncovered during the excavations in Adom. The 

first type of jugs was found at Buşayrah, Ţawilān and Umm al-Biyārah. It has 
one handle that goes from the shoulder to the middle of the neck (Figure: 
14). Meanwhile, the types of jugs appeared at Buşayrah(229) have parallels 
at Tall al-Fār`ah.(230) They have a ring base and one loop handle that goes 
from the neck to the shoulder (Figure: 15: A). Its color ranges from red, pink 
to burnished slip. The second type of jugs is of white-fired clay, ring base, 
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cavity mouth, one loop handle attaching the rim to the shoulder (Plate: 15: 
B). The decoration is of plastic design.(231) The most distinctive type of jugs 
is that found at the sites of Tall al-Halifah(232) and Timnā.(233) It has a flattened 
base, light grayish buff slip covered with a dark reddish brown paint (Figure: 
15: C). Its decoration includes geometrical designs including net and appliqué 
decorations. This type of jugs is dated to the Late Bronze Age, 13th-12th Centuries 
B.C. However, according to Parr, it is difficult to give a precise date to this type 
of pottery, since it is identified as a Midianite pottery. This is absence in Tall al-
Halifah.(234) Theoretically, it is possible to give a life span to the painted pottery 
from 500-600 years.

V.2.1.7. Juglets:
The juglets that appeared at the sites of Buşayrah and Tall al-Halifah have 

ring bases; two handles attaching the shoulder to the middle of the neck 
(Figure: 15: D). These types are decorated with horizontal bands of dark brown 
paint to dark reddish dots with a burnished slip. This type would represent an 
imitation of the Cypro- Mycenaean type.

V.2.1.8. Jars:
Adomiyte sites revealed four types of jars. The first type is a storage jar 

that appeared at Tall al-Halifah (Figure: 16: A). It is a wet smoothed, light 
reddish buff ware with fine light grits. This type is a Minaean imitation in being 
two Minaean letters. This form has a rounded base, two loop handles attached 
to the body. It is decorated with grooves covering the whole body from outside. 
Glueck dates this type to the 8th Century B.C.(235) 

The second type of jars is a large ovoid pithoi appeared at Tall al-Halifah 
(Figure: 16: B). This type of jars is wet smoothed, reddish brown surface and 
collared rim. The decoration is band horizontal grooves where it can be seen 
four grooves below the loop handles and three grooves below the collared rim 
which is marked with two grooves. Meanwhile, there are some forms appeared 
with four loop handles.

The third type a whole mouth jar, which seems to be restricted to Tall al-
Halifah (Figure: 16: C). It is wet smoothed and slightly thickened rim, decorated 
with bands of horizontal grooves separated by bands of spaces. 

V.2.1.9. Industrial Pots:
This type of pottery is a cylindrical jar found at Buşayrah. It has everted 

collared rim with bases ranging from rounded to roughly flattened bases 
(Figure: 17). It has a whole mouth, which forms the beginning of its appearance 
in Adom.(236) The close parallel to this type is found at Tall al-Qadah (Hazor)
(237).

Finally, it seems to be likely that Adomiyte painted pottery could best be 
compared with the Nabataean. Thus Adomiyte pottery is very likely to be 
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considered the prototype, indicating continuity to the Nabataean period.
Assyrian influence seems very little on the Adomiyte pottery with the 

exception of the ones found at Tall al-Halifah, which points out to a strong 
Assyrian influence. According to Bennett, Adomiyte pottery from all of the 
excavated sites supports a date of the 9th Century B.C., which date is given to 
the beginning of settlement in Adom, on archaeological evidence. Furthermore, 
recent excavations at the Adomiyte site of Ġrarah, revealed some pottery 
forms of Assyrian types, which shows parallels to that of Buşayrah, Ţawilān, 
Umm al-Biyārah, and Tall al-Halifah.(238)

VI. Discussion and Conclusion:
Written sources and the archaeological evidence oppose one another on 

the question of the beginning of settlement in Adom. According to Biblical 
accounts, settlement in Adom goes back to the Early Iron Age I, or even to the 
Bronze Age. On the contrary, archaeological evidence from the excavations 
at different sites in Adom, such as Buşayrah, Ţawilān, Umm al-Biyārah and 
Tall al-Halifah, shows that settlement in Adom does not go back earlier than 
the 9th Century BC. The only interpretation proposed to such situation is that 
the people who lived during the Late Bronze and Iron Age, lived a nomadic 
or semi-nomadic type of life, or lived in caves and thus did not use pottery 
for daily use. Meanwhile, during the Late Bronze Age, the land of Adom was 
apparently inhabited by nomadic elements. Egyptian sources speak of Šāsū 
of Adom specifically as Šāsū of Sa`ir. However, this hypothesis has no support 
from the archaeological perspective.

Bennett’s excavations in Southern Jordan between “1960-1982” did much 
to lift the Adomiytes from obscurity of Biblical commentaries. The three sites 
of Buşayrah, Ţawilān and Umm al-Biyārah are still the only sites to have been 
extensively investigated. Bennett concludes from her excavations at these 
sites that there is no evidence of occupation in Adom before the 9th Century 
B.C. The generally accepted synthesis of Adomiyte archaeology was that of 
Glueck who had conducted the first exhaustive survey of Jordan in 1932-
1934. Relying on Biblical traditions, Glueck postulated an Adomiyte Kingdom 
from the 13th Century B.C. on and an occupational gap from the end of Iron II 
to the Nabataean Period (6th-4th) Centuries B.C. 

Adomiyte pottery seems to have been distributed following the caravan 
trade-routes that stretched between the Mediterranean Sea and the Arabia 
Peninsula. It is sometimes found side by side with Midianite pottery. Thus, it is 
widespread over large areas extending as far as Huraybeh (Didān), Qurayyah, 
and Ġazzah.

Adomiyte pottery is dated to the 8th Century B.C., despite this factor some 
sherds of jars were found at the site of Timnā in Wādiy `Arabah. These types 
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are decorated with lines and dots dated to the Iron Age I.(239) Hereafter, this 
date is unlikely because of the homogeneity with the corpus of pottery found in 
the Adomiyte sites that would reflect a date of the 8th Century B.C. Meanwhile, 
Bennett’s excavations at Umm al-Biyārah dated Adomiyte pottery to the 7th 
Century B.C. Her work at Ţawilān and Buşayrah revealed strong evidence for 
continued occupation into the Persian period.(240) 

The archaeological evidence from surface surveys and excavations 
conducted in many parts of Adom shows that the date of the earliest 
settlement in Adom goes back to the end of the 9th Century B.C. At this time 
there is a significant concentration of settlements in Southern Jordan.(241) 

However, recent surveys in northern Adom have reported sites of Iron Age 
I date.(242) Apparently the dating is based essentially on published parallels 
from Palestinian and Syrian sites, as mentioned elsewhere in the text. Thus 
we should be cautious about this early dating.(243) Furthermore, there is clear 
archaeological evidence for Adomiyte copper mining and smelting dating from 
the 8th Century B.C. on the Finan region. Therefore, it has been suggested that 
the Adomiytes began to exploit this area at the same time. Meanwhile, there 
is no evidence for Iron I copper smelting sites that could be associated with 
village settlement.

In Assyrian sources, Adom was first mentioned as an Assyrian tributary 
in the inscriptions of Adad-Nirāri III in 796 B.C., King of Assyria. It is possible 
that the Assyrians stimulated copper production and agriculture in Adom 
towards the end of the 8th Century B.C. This would have been a logical result 
of their interest in the area’s major trade-routes and economic resources.
(244) Furthermore, Bennett frequently noted that the earliest archaeological 
evidence for Adomiyte settlement coincided with the campaigns of Assyrian 
King Tiglāt-Pilaşşar III.(245) 

Concerning the relationship between the Adomiytes and the Nabataeans 
and the end of the Adomiyte Kingdom, Bennett argued for a considerable 
continuity through the Neo-Babylonian and Persian Periods. Although that 
testifies the fact that archaeological support is scanty, since no identifiably 
Persian materials were found in the Wādiy al-Hasā survey,(246) and the surface 
surveys found little evidence for direct continuity.(247)

The surface survey conducted by Hart in Adom, gives substantial supporting 
evidence in clarifying the situation during the Iron Age. It has long been realized 
that Glueck’s identification of Adomiyte pottery as being early Iron Age was 
incorrect. Furthermore, it is also shown that before the 7th Century B.C. there 
was little in the way of settlement on the plateau.

The excavations at Adomiyte site of Ġrārah revealed some pottery vessels 
that are identical to what we have from the major Adomiyte sites: Buşayrah, 
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Ţawilān, Umm al-Biyārah and Tall al-Halifah. Some of these forms are common 
throughout Palestine and Jordan at the end of the Iron Age and is to be dated 
to the 7th-6th Centuries B.C.(248)

The close analogies between the Adomiyte material culture and that of the 
Negev, would point to the same people who worked this culture in the Negev 
Desert in the 8th Century B.C. Meanwhile, we know from archaeological as well 
as the Assyrian written sources that Adom flourished in the 8th-7th Centuries 
B.C. Apparently during the 6th Century B.C. the Adomiytes were forced to 
extend their territories west of Wādiy `Arabah under Babylonian aggression, 
which brought about the end of Adomiyte monarchy in the middle of the 6th 
Century B.C.

Bennett concluded that the region of Adom was not inhabited prior to the 
9th Century B.C., a date has been accepted by all archaeologists working 
in Southern Jordan. But Finkelstein insists that Iron I sherds were found in 
Adomiyte sites including Buşayrah, Ţawilān and Umm al-Biyārah and were 
wrongly dated to Iron II. (249) According to him, Iron I pottery appeared in the 
publications from 27-30 sites but was not identifiable as such. Thus Finkelstein 
is convinced that evidence for Iron I settlement in Adom is presented from north 
to south.(250) Clearly, he based his opinion on the surface surveys conducted 
by Glueck, which show that during his archaeological survey of Adom, Glueck 
discovered scores of Iron I-II sites in Northern and Central Adom. Then after 
the Bronze Age came an occupational gap during the Middle and Late Bronze 
Age, while during the Iron Age I, it appeared a highly developed Adomiyte 
civilization, which flourished between the 13th and 8th Centuries B.C. From 
the 8th Century B.C. until the emergence of the Nabataeans there was a second 
settlement gap in Adom. (251) However, this hypothesis presented by Nelson 
Glueck is superseded by recent archaeological excavations and therefore, is 
to be considered out-dated now.
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